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SAFE STREETS TO SCHOOL
The development of a new Community Strategic Plan for the City of Canada Bay gives
Council a prime opportunity to forge a new vision with children and families at its centre.
The Municipality has a sizable family demographic and over twenty schools. The growing
population in coming years points to increasing traffic volumes and therefore a
commensurate need to protect our children in their trips to/from schools.
Current travel patterns show a heavy reliance on private motor vehicles to convey children to
and from schools. This results in significant traffic congestion around schools at drop-off and
pick-up times and frequent non-compliance with traffic regulations by motorists, especially
with the ‘No Stopping’ zones in place. Many parents are understandably very reluctant to
allow their children to make the journey from home to school on foot or by bike because of
the road danger they face with our current traffic system, which is designed to give priority to
motor vehicles.
40 km/h school speed zones have been a boon since their introduction in the early 2000s. In
the face of increasing population and traffic, it is time to go the next step and introduce new
measures to extend protection for children travelling to/from school.
The Municipality has the opportunity with the new plan to declare a people-centred future.
Parents in Australia today spend twice the time transporting and supervising children than a
generation ago, and children’s independent travel has been declining significantly over the
last few decades. Australia has a very low proportion of children walking or cycling to school
– see diagram below.
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Children want to walk and ride to school but sadly, poor infrastructure and outdated traffic
management plans mean many streets on their journey are not safe enough to do so.
All children and families should be able to enjoy getting to school safely. Active travel to
school comes with significant mental and physical health benefits for kids and long-term
public health benefits.
When streets are seen as being safer for children, parents are more likely to allow them to
walk and cycle to school and to other places. Freedom to independently explore local
neighbourhoods and to partake in outdoor play is vital for children’s emotional, social and
cognitive development.
Higher levels of children’s independent mobility also give parents more freedom and time to
spend on activities other than driving.
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A new vision for Canada Bay should include a future where many more children have the
option to walk or ride to school, namely:
Safe Streets to Schools

The forward strategy to achieve this vision would be based on these measures:
1. 30km/h speed limits for streets where there are no pedestrian priority crossings
or footpaths
2. Pedestrian priority crossings on streets with speed limits 40km/h and higher
3. Footpaths on streets with speed limits 40km/h and higher.

30km/h is the maximum speed where our children can “mix” with traffic. On streets with
higher speed limits they need crossings and footpaths.
There is less than a 10 percent risk that somebody walking will be killed at an impact speed
of 30km/h but a 90 percent risk at 50km/h. People’s safety should be paramount.
Reducing speed limits to 30 km/h would increase the likelihood that parents will allow their
children, from age eight or nine years of age, to walk to school alone or cycle around their
neighbourhoods.
A Safe Streets to School vision will result in the development of traffic plans for the building
of crossings and footpaths, and/or setting lower speed limits within 2km of schools. These are
research-backed measures proven to make walking and cycling safer for our children.
We look forward to on-going involvement in the development of ‘Our Future 2036’ and the
articulation of a new forward direction embracing safe streets to schools.
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